Team Spotlight

Welcome to the OH TEAM!

*We would like to welcome a new addition to our team:

Nicolas Hernandez
Nicolas travelled here from Columbia and will be completing his internship with the One Health Team!

Save the Date

Our upcoming lectures:
One Health Talk         September 11th
Ladies for Ladies       September 19th

Upcoming Events

The Center for Stress Resilient Agriculture (CSRA) invites you to participate in its INAGURAL science GatorDebator Seminar Series!

The 2018 OH Day contest "Capture the movement" is open to UF students who want to explore dynamic perspectives, experiences, and solutions centered on the impacts that movement brings by expressing ideas through visual arts.

New Courses for Fall 2018

The Galileo Affair: DH2930, sec. 2159
Latin and Greek in Scientific Terminology
CLT 3930/ANS10388

Taught by Dr. Sara Agnelli